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So you’re crazy in love, and ready to put a ring on it, but you’re not 

sure where to start. Boy, do we have the perfect guide for you! In this 

guide, we’re sharing our favorite features from each option. When 

you nish, you’ll have the ninja designer skills to design your custom 

engagement ring! 

You’ve analyzed her Google history, stalked her Pinterest, and 

interrogated her cousin or bestie for advice. You might know that she 

prefers yellow gold. You might even know that she loves salt and 

pepper diamonds, and that Gardens of the Sun is her favorite 

jeweler. Now where to begin?
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1.
KNOW HER RING size

You start with her ring size. We memorize our shoe or jeans size, but the correct ring size isn’t 

exactly something most of us know off the top of our heads. Yet it’s the most important detail! 

Lucky for you, you can just head on to our ring size guide to make sure you have the right size 

from an existing ring (just make sure it’s the one worn on her left ring nger). Or check out our 

nd her ring size guide for some sneaky ideas to nding out her ring size.

If you get the wrong size, all is not lost. Most rings (but bear in mind, not all) can be resized to 

make sure it’s the perfect t.
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Whether you’re looking for a budget-friendly alternative or simply like to kick tradition - you 

don’t need to stick with a diamond to get your future ancé the sparkly rock of her dreams. 

There’s a whole world of beautiful gems out there, that will look just as beautiful and sparkly as 

a diamond when she says “yes!”. 

If you’re considering a diamond alternative for your engagement ring, sapphires and rubies 

top our list of stones we love. They’re the hardest and most durable gemstones right after 

diamonds. 

Another diamond alternative that leaves us weak in the knees is spinel. Spinel comes in the 

dreamiest of colors, and we’ve got some beautiful precision cut and custom cut spinels on 

offer. A good cut can make a huge difference.

Our last alternatives are garnets and morganites. These are durable gemstones for jewelry, as 

long as they’re treated with care to protect the stones against scratching and hard knocks. 

You might need to have the stone re-polished after a few decades of wear. 

Softer gemstones like emerald, amethyst, aquamarine, opal, citrine, tanzanite and pearl, are 

more delicate gems for everyday, lifelong wear. You can read more about considerations 

when choosing a gemstone here. 

BRIGHT LIKE A...shine
2.
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OK, you’ve settled on your stone, now the next thing you need to think about is the type of 

metal you want to set that baby in!

3.
CHOOSE YOUR metal

Yellow gold is great for classic and timeless rings. It’s instantly recognizable as a precious 
piece of jewelry and will draw smiles when worn on the ring nger. It’s also the perfect choice 
for people who don’t want to worry about re-plating their rings.

So how do you decide? Our golden advice here; stick with the metal color she already wears. 

Is she draped in silver, yellow gold, or rose gold? A quick look in her jewelry box might give you 

a better clue of what to go for. If she likes to mix and match her pieces, or if she wears mostly 

brass - you can probably pick which metal to go for. We’re sure you know her well enough to 

pick her favorite piece!

Silver is perfect as a temporary or “stand-in” ring if you’re unable to make up your mind, or 
don’t have enough time to have your dream ring made in time. Silver might also be an 
option if you’re looking to elope on a budget as you’re buying your rst home, and would like 
to upgrade your ring a few anniversaries away. 

Rose gold is that unmistakable romantic-as-ever metal for those who embody the words 
‘chic’ and ‘stylish’. Rose gold is a relatively new option which only popped up in the 19th 
century, it’s also been said that rose gold is the ultimate representation of the word ‘love’.

White gold tends to feel more modern, and is perfect for those who like things understated or 
want to bring out the colorless-ness of a high quality diamond. Our palladium white gold is 
plated with a thin layer of rhodium. Over time, the rhodium tends to wear off. So white gold 
will need a bit more care and maintenance. You can read the nitty-gritty of white gold here.
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Of course she can’t wait to show off her engagement ring – so which stone setting type do you 
choose to get it all the attention it deserves? A setting affects how the stones are held in 
place, how visible they will be, and how easy the ring will be to take care of. 

Let’s look at some of the most common ring settings :

THE 

They’re like tiny little ngers of metal that grip the gemstone or diamond. This is what most 

people think when they hear ‘engagement ring’, and it’s basically an all-time classic. 
Usually, prong settings feature either four or six prongs. The more prongs, the more strong and 

stable to secure the diamond. But it won’t sparkle as brightly as one with only four, which will 

allow the most light to enter the ring.

4.

It’s recommended to have the prongs inspected at least every two years to make sure that 

they’re still holding the stone as well as they can. You can do a basic daily inspection yourself 

too - not so hard, because she’s gonna be looking down at that rock every day! 

Shows most of the stone.

Prongs leave more parts of the stone exposed to getting 

knocked around. 

Prongs may snag on clothing if they aren’t done well. 

Over time, the prongs may wear down and break or bend 

out of shape. This means your stone is at risk of falling out if you 

don’t notice this timely. Prevention and maintenance is key. 

+
-

-

-

PRONGS
also called ‘claws’

BASKET PRONG BEZEL OPEN SIDED BEZEL

seing
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BEZEL OPEN SIDED BEZELBASKET PRONG

A basket setting is very similar to the prong setting. Basket settings have the traditional prongs 
to hold the diamond, but also a base into which the diamond is set (a 'basket' shape).

The “basket” reduces the exposure of the stone to 

knocks and bumps. This means it's a perfect alternative 

for those who love a classic prong setting, but want a 

little more sturdiness. 
The additional metal makes it look a little chunkier from 
the side. 

+

-

OPEN SIDED BEZELBEZEL

A secure setting for active folks and ladies who use their 

hands a lot.
The setting is smooth and won’t snag on your clothes 
easily – your best bet for peace of mind, or if you’re as 
clumsy as me. 
Can look a little chunky if it’s a deeper stone.
Some people still feel a bezel setting would affect the 
diamonds sparkling game, as it doesn’t let as much light 
into it, but this isn’t necessarily true. As an alternative, you 
can also consider a semi bezel setting that covers only a 
few sides of the stone. 

Basically, in a bezel setting, a soft, thin metal surrounds the diamond or gemstone all the way 
around and holds it tightly in place.

+

-

+

-
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OPEN SIDED BEZEL

With this setting, the stone sits a bit higher, set in an elevated bezel setting that slopes 
up toward the stone - making it appear larger and more prominent. The sides of the 
stone are exposed, but from the top it looks just like a bezel setting, with the metal 
protecting the edges of the stone. 

Makes your center stone seem larger.
Option to add a tiny diamond underneath as a secret 
additional feature.
Not as chunky as a full bezel setting. 
Holds the center stone securely and goes well with 
different types of diamond shapes like round, princess, 
cushion and emerald cuts.
As it tends to sit higher on the nger may cause it to snag 
into other objects more easily. 
Requires a bit more effort to clean due to the gaps and 
niches in the ring design.

+

-

+

+

-

-
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Wait, bands come in shapes?
Yes - when building your own ring, we offer a D-shaped band or a round band. 

THE BAND shape
5.

Our dainty round bands are the top choice for brides to be 

who believe the daintier the better. However, if her 

knuckles are larger and her ngers skinnier, a round band 

will sit loose and rotate more than a half round band. So 

avoid round bands if her knuckles are wider than her 

ngers! 

D-shaped, also named half round or easy t, is our most 

popular choice. It’s at on the inside and has a curved 

belly (like a D) on the outside. 

If you don’t know what to choose, go with D-shaped. It’ll show off the ring in the best kind of 
way and feel most comfortable for her to wear.
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Does she actively avoid brands and products that harm the environment? Have you had 

extensive discussions on the future of our planet? Does your partner care about responsible 

sourcing and knowing where the materials came from? 
Not to toot our own horn, but toot! We have the perfect pieces for this gorgeous soul you’ve 

fallen head over heels in love with.

Any gemstones and diamonds purchased since November 2018 are of 

known origins. More than only conict free, we know which country they’re 

from. We might even know they were mined by artisanal miners, or who cut 

the stone. You can rest easy knowing that your favorite sparkly stone is not 

responsible for human rights impacts elsewhere in the world.

And guilt-free diamonds aren’t all we offer. We also have an ethical gold 

option which you can upgrade any of our custom gold rings to. Why is this 

gold so special? Our ethical gold is mined by indigenous women miners in 

Central Kalimantan, who we hold dear to our hearts. We make sure that 

they’re paid a premium for their work, and in return they’re mining gold in 

the most environmentally responsible way possible - completely legal and 

free of mercury. 

And to polish off this list of ethical reasons why we’re really amazing (toot!), we know a lot of 

our gem cutters too. It’s not a widely known thing, but gem-cutting is a hazardous 

occupation. The dust that comes from cutting and polishing a stone can lead to long term 

and fatal health problems! We work with independent gem-cutters and groups who are 

careful with health and safety.

Love should leave you feeling empowered, and we’re on a mission to make sure that all 

that glitters is guilt free!

6.
ETHICS
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Just when you think you’ve made your perfect ring - there’s more! But don’t stress, this is a fun 

stop before the big reveal. A quick nod before the grand ta-da. The whistling of reworks 

ascending before the explosion of color. You get the picture. It’s time to accessorize.

A satellite diamond to hover around your chosen ring may add a fun little quirk. A side stone or 

tiny diamonds embedded in the band may help a ring look a little more exclusive and one-of-

kind super extra special. It elevates what is already special to a whole other level!

At this point, whatever you choose will just make your ring that little bit more perfect. Like 

cheese on pasta! 

7.
KICKING THE LOOK OF A RING UP A notch

Curved nesting band

Side stone with bezel setting

Satellite diamond

Diamonds in band

Side stone with prongs BY GARDENS OF THE SUN
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Designing a custom ring takes time… and then you have to wait for it to be made. Most of our 

rings take 6 to 8 weeks to craft. So if you’re planning on proposing a certain date, make sure to 

start as early as you possibly can to make sure we can get it home to you in no-time. And make 

sure you let us know your special date so we know not to miss the day!

If you don’t have 8 weeks, consider a stand-in ring or proposing with a stone. 

A stand-in ring is exactly as it sounds! A ring that you can use for now. Whether it's because your 

dream ring is still in the works, or because you’d like to involve her in building her own perfect 

ring. Whatever the reason, a stand-in ring can be just as special. You can even incorporate in-

jokes and fond memories with a stand-in ring. The possibilities are endless.

An idea we’re also absolutely in love with is proposing with a stone. Head to our Build Your Own 

page and pick out that perfect centerpiece stone you want, and propose with your choice of 

gemstone or diamond. We’ll send you the stone in a proposal-worthy wooden box and you 

can think of amazing ways to propose with it. That way, once she has said yes, you can sit 

down together and build the start of your life side by side.

8.
KNOW YOUR TIMELINE
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Having gotten to the end of this guide, you’re pretty much an expert in all things about nding 
THE ring (don’t worry, we won’t quiz you). You’re well on your way to nd that ring that is sure to 
make her swoon! So, what are you waiting for? GO!

PS. Need some more help? Our customer happiness team is pretty awesome! Once you’ve 
narrowed down your preferences to a few diamonds or gemstones, they can help you 
decide which one is the best for you, or even send you some additional photos or videos. So 
don’t be shy and give us a shout!

9.
ENDING WITH A                    EVER AFTERhappily
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